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NAFEG AEROSOL FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

NAFEG Aerosol Fire Extinguisher family is designed to extinguish and neutralize type 
A (solid fuel), B (liquid fuel), C (gas fuel) and type E (electrical) fires in closed volumes.

After calculating the required extinguishing agent concentration for each type of fire 
and the volume that need to be protected, and determining the appropriate NAFEG 
extinguisher for the volume, the solid NRECM agent in the NAFEG cylinder and the 
total number of NAFEG cylinders in the protected area are determined. NAFEG Aero-
sol Extinguishers offer solutions for every need with electrical, mechanical and both 
electrical and mechanical activation options.

Electrically Activated NAFEG: NAFEG Electrically Activated Aerosol Fire Extinguisher; It 
communicates with the control box through the military connector on it and is acti-
vated by the fire signal sent to the control box by the UVIR / Thermal Fire Detection 
Detectors produced by NERO INDUSTRY  Industry. It can also be remotely controlled 
by providing manual activation when necessary.

Mechanically Activated NAFEG: NAFEG-TD Mechanically Activated Aerosol Fire Ex-
tinguisher; It offers an independent system solution that does not require electricity, 
where fire detection and extinguishing are combined mechanically. Thanks to the 
thermal sensor/activator on it, it can detect fire at various optional temperatures (57°, 
68°,79°, 93°C, 141°C, 180°C) according to different requirements, without any control 
box It can be activated mechanically without the need for an electrical power.

NAFEG with Mechanical and Electrical Activation: NAFEG-TED Mechanical and Electrical 
Activated Aerosol Fire Extinguisher; It is a combined version of Mechanically Activat-
ed NAFEG-TED and Electrically Activated NAFEG. Thanks to the thermal sensor/acti-
vator on it, it can perform automatic detection-extinguishing, and at the same time, it 
can be connected to the control box and  be activated remotely thanks to the military 
connector on it.
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